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Both Romney and Aurora have now to come accept and acknowledge love as an integral part in accomplishing 
their respective goals.  Having love in their life allows Romney and Aurora to finally understand each other’s 
endeavors and learn that neither are right or wrong, but without love, neither of these endeavors would be as 
effective as they believe it to be.  Romney and Aurora’s change, their realization that their goals, and their 
happiness, cannot be achieved without love, is much reflective of the way a soul reaches unity with God, 
beginning with self-knowledge, which gives rise to humility and a true love for God.  Once Romney and 
Aurora attain self-knowledge and humility, they can finally acknowledge the love they have for each other and 
can finally seek to bring about change in a way that is both fulfilling and effective.  Their happiness and 
satisfaction is realized only when they have attained that self-knowledge and humility that allows them to admit 
their faults, forgive one another, and confess their love for each other.  

By the end of the poem, Romney and Aurora have attained a renewed sense of humility.  Romney’s failures in 
his attempts for social reform have given him the sort of self-knowledge needed to attain humility, which in 
turn has allowed him to acknowledge his love for Aurora and understand that social reform is not achieved only 
through practical means, but through internal means—poetry leads to an internal change in morality, which 
then gives rise to social reform.  Upon reading Aurora’s book, Romney has seen his errors and can admit to 
them.  He finally understands his own overly practical nature and understands that helping the lower social 
classes purely from a practical standpoint, giving them only their physical needs, is not enough and is, in some 
ways, base; “the body’s satisfaction and no more, / Is used for argument against the soul’s, / Here too; the 
want, here too, implies the right” (265, lines 416-18).  Romney learns that he “will not compass [his] poor 
ends Of barley feeding and material ease, Without the poet’s individualism To work your universal” (266, lines 
427-30).  On the other hand, Aurora finally realizes that she cannot fully grow as a poet and truly be fulfilled 
without the companionship and love that humans naturally desire.  Her own failure has been the fact that 
although people read her book and appreciate it for the right reasons, her book does not say everything she 
wants to make known; this personal dissatisfaction gives her that self-knowledge, which then gives rise to 
humility.  Aurora realizes that she cannot develop as a poet without first seeking fulfillment as a woman.  The 
role of the poet is to show that the earthly is proof of the transcendent, and Aurora is impeded because she has 
not (until now) acknowledged and accepted love.  “Art is much, but love is more…Love is God” (304, lines 
656-68).  God is made known through love, and Aurora can develop as a poet once she has had that fulfillment 
of being loved, for “A simple woman who believes in love…And, hearing she’s beloved, is satisfied / With 
what contents God” (304, lines 661-64). 

Both Romney and Aurora have achieved humility; their failure to acknowledge love, and most importantly, 
their love for each other, has been their main impediment to their goals and their happiness.  Their pride has 
impeded them from admitting their love for each other (and in Aurora’s case, to herself), but upon attaining 
humility, they are both free to forgive each other, understand each other, and acknowledge their own 
mistakes.  Romney can finally admit to Aurora that he truly loves her, simply because he loves her, and not in 
the context of needing a partner to help him in his goal for social reform.  Because Romney has admitted his 
love for Aurora, his true love for her and not simply his need for a “sister of charity,” Aurora can finally come 
to terms with her own feelings for Romney.  Their self-knowledge, humility, and love have allowed them to 
understand each other’s means of trying to bring about change.  Because they both now realize the importance 
of art and practicality, they can then work together for the good of humanity in a way that fulfills them and 
brings about the change they seek to accomplish.    
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